THE ART OF COLLABORATION:

Creative Chamber Music Rehearsal Techniques
& Musical Team Building©
Cavani String Quartet
TUNING and WARM UP ROUTINE
•
•
•
•

Use a tuner or tuner app.
Individually tune. String players tune each string with tuner, then test open strings together
Play a Bach Chorale or scales together for resonant sound, intonation and communication.
Listen for perfect intervals, and develop your group sound.

BEGIN BY PLAYING LARGE SECTION OR ENTIRE MOVEMENT.
• Balance your rehearsals so that the majority of time you are playing rather than talking. A ratio of 60-70%
playing and 30-40% discussion is a good goal.
• Rehearsal “Spots” Each individual chooses sections of music to rehearse, and leads rehearsal for a
designated time (i.e. 5-10 min. per person)
• Make a personal goal to look up and communicate with your colleagues once per bar
INTERPRET CHARACTER
• Discuss melody, harmony, dynamics, phrases, in context of emotion, color, story, opera, singing, dancing,
theatre, poetry, painting, architecture, or other art forms.
• Find adjectives to describe the music, decide as group and write in key words to unify and inspire your
performance. Create a story line or plot to go along with your piece.
• Examine and understand historical, artistic and social context of music, research history or events that
shaped the lives of the composers. Surf the web and YouTube for recordings of other pieces by the same
composer.
• String players -Unify and match bowing, articulations, and dynamics, based on your discoveries SEE
SCORE STUDY

GROUP DYNAMICS:
Try every idea as if it were your own
Move together, breathe together
Be a kind and generous colleague - make general statements, not personal
Use the Rule of Agreement “Yes, and ......”
Sense of Humor -Learn two knock knock jokes
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BASIC SCORE STUDY

Prior to the first rehearsal, along with
individual part preparation, it is always
a great idea to take a look at the score
of the work being studied. If possible,
indicate/mark in your own part the
following basics:
FIND THE TUNE Identify melodies
and thematic motives Use the score
to identify which part has the melody
at any given time and write this in
your part.
“RHYTHM BUDDIES” Check in the
score for all of the places where you
have the same rhythm as another
voice/part and mark it in your part.
CIRCLE ALL SILENCE. Notice all of
the places where there is silence
(where no voice or instrument is
playing) and circle those rests in your
part.
WRITE IN RHYTHMIC CUES. Look in
the score for places where other
voices have primary melodic material,
or small rhythmic sub-divisions and
write in their rhythmic cue in your
part.
Additional Score Study
Additional score study may reveal all kinds of wonderful characteristics of music that will assist you in finding
meaningful ways to interpret the work you are studying.
HARMONIC ANALYSIS. If you wish, you can analyze the entire work harmonically. Or, just analyze all of the
amazing “spots”, phrases or sections where you instinctively feel the harmony is striking.
DYNAMICS Focusing on the dynamic markings helps us understand the emotional quality of the music and
clearly interpret the intent of the composer.Look for the extremes, what is the softest marking in the
movement? What is the loudest marking? Does the composer ever indicate different dynamics for different
voices simultaneously? How does the composer use crescendo, and decrescendo to create music tension. Try
to get a hold of a copy or photograph of a manuscript, can be illuminating as to the composers original intent.
TESSITURA. Tessitura refers to range or register. Look in the score for how the range of the ensemble is used.
Are all of the instruments written in the same register or range (i.e. high or low)? In contrasting registers? Do
the registers change throughout the piece? If so, how?
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REHEARSAL TECHNIQUES
~ TECHNIQUES FOR RHYTHMIC ALIGNMENT ~
Cueing - Looking Up - Passing the motive
The ability to express and initiate rhythm and to physically embody character, creates an atmosphere of
teamwork and will make all of your rehearsals and performances feel like a great conversation! Practice
cueing and looking up at other members of your ensemble once per measure every time you cue. Once you
become comfortable with visual communication try playing a segment or even a few bars at the beginning of
your piece by memory. Actively passing motives across and around the ensemble helps illuminate the score
and enables deeper communication and better alignment.

Chamber Music ‘Aerobics”- Moving together
Movement -the physical embodiment of character in the music, and is one of the key factors for successful
chamber music playing. When each individual in the group is able to synchronize with another, the entire
group moves and breathes together as one.
An exercise to synchronize your ensemble can be achieved in several steps:
1) move together simultaneously from right to left in pulse of musical passage
2) move together up and down
3) finally with your choice of movement -everyone on the same pulse or downbeat.

Expressive Counting Aloud or ‘Shakespearean’ Approach to Chamber Music
When a passage is particularly challenging to play together this technique makes it easy to feel and express
rhythm and is performed without instruments.
All members of the ensemble count the beats of the bar out loud.
Members should watch their own part and say the numbers of the beats in a way that reflects dynamics,
phrasing and character. BE DRAMATIC !
It is important to note that the individuals counting must make an effort through inflection, volume and style
of speaking to convey the musical intent. Be a Shakespearean actor!
The ‘Live Breathe and Die’ LBAD Technique
Cueing and showing rhythmic character through movement empowers each member to contribute to the
whole. This technique combines heightened listening and active initiation by all members, and draws upon our
empathetic senses, as we spontaneously reflect and respond to one another.
The “Live, Breathe & Die!” technique enables each member, in turn, to be responsible for initiating a passage,
musically rhythmically, and dynamically, while other members mirror exactly what they observe.
In other words, the. responding ensemble members will “Live, Breathe & Die!” for the main initiator.
‘Live Breathe and Die’ is metaphorical approach for the surrendering of one’s ego, to freely and and
whole-heartedly reflect the musical interpretation of another person in your ensemble.
Responding members : try to look up at least once per bar and try to mirror all nuances, movement, breathing
and rhythmic inflection.
Initiating members must inspire their colleagues to reflect back to them- be visually communicative, giving
and dramatic!
Each member of the ensemble should take a turn initiating.
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